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Issue 2. April 2019

Part 1

(there is part 2)

Introduction

by martin

Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill).
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year).
The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming.
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is
intrinsically better or worse. That is the stated policy of the Mill.
Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill. The Mill's
mission is to promote 15mm.
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome. There is
no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is for ordinary
gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share their interest with
others. In fact the Mill would rather have articles based upon a normal table set up with
normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" might find the
Mill not to their liking.
This first edition has been released to show what the Mill does. Thus future editions are
at the mercy of contributions made.
If any gamer has an article or pictures then please send them to
martinraegoddard@gmail.com
There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name only.
No nicknames.
Also no photos of faces, unless in the distance.
There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus a review will be called "a review"
.
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 The Mill does not publish for profit.
 The Mill does not accept advertising.
 The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search for
"Peter Pig".
 The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not provide a
proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and telephone number. If
these are not provided, then proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact for
a reason.
 The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved.
 The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution.
 The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines.
 If you can help with articles and ideas please do so.
 Articles can be in non-English language too.

Hope you enjoy this magazine.
martin goddard
April 2019
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The Great Italian Wars in 15mm
- by Andy
My interest in the Italian Wars was first piqued in A Level History in the Renaissance
and Reformation course we were studying.
It was a good few years later before Mike’s Models released their range and I began a
collection - subsequently passed to my brother. Initially the rules I used were a set
devised purely for the Italian Wars derived from the WRG Renaissance set (this was
before DBR). But the rules style did not encourage me to continue. At some point I
bought quite a few Essex, Jacobite, Venexia and Peter Pig figures having had my
interest reinvigorated by the appearance of the Impetus rules. Unfortunately these
became more and more complex and both Peter Pig and Venexia figures vanished. By
this point I had built up a substantial Venetian army.
Then Basic Impetus 2 appeared - a much more manageable set of rules. Shortly after
acquiring and printing them up I discovered two more sources of inspiration - Kev’s
gallery of his Italian Wars figures and Alternative Armies’ Furioso rules and Italian
Wars supplement. Once again the Italian Wars seemed like a viable option to go for,
with Furioso providing a style similar to RFCM, ie. pre-battle events and in-battle
surprises. There are also rules for solo play and using Leonardo’s weapons of war. So
following Kev’s advice to get the peripherals out of the way first I started by painting up
a camp. This one is made up of Donnington medieval camp accessories plus a tent from
Magister Militum and a free flag from Lancashire Games (the new home of Venexia another recent inspirational discovery). The photos show the camp from four angles. I
used black ‘magic wash’ to get the depth and shadows and followed up any highlighting
with Vallejo satin varnish, brushed on. The base was textured with Vallejo pumice
paste, then a magic wash followed by a heavy dry brush of GW Steel Legion Drab and a
Lighter dry brush of Ubshanti Bone. The large puddle was Vallejo English Uniform
Brown given a coat of Vallejo gloss varnish. The static grass was applied with Windsor
and Newton Acrylic Matt Varnish. I tend to drop it on with tweezers, then turn upside
down to shake off the residue.
The guns are the Peter Pig gun and crew from the now deleted Italian Wars range. The
guns are real beauties in my opinion. The scatter is again from Donnington. I primed the
guns with white primer, followed by a coat of magic wash. I then painted the wood
Vallejo Beige Brown, and the wheel rims and the metal on the carriage with Vallejo
Gunmetal Grey. The tube was painted GW Gehennas Gold and then highlighted with
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Auric Armour Gold. I used Vallejo German Yellow for the rope and then gave the whole
model a coat of magic wash. The woodwork was then dry brushed with Vallejo Khaki
Grey. The crew were painted in the same way as the camp figures. I took a slightly
different approach to the groundwork, this time using Windsor and Newton smooth
Modelling Paste and applying sand and grit in a few areas. The base was then finished in
the same way as the camp. The base size for each gun is 40mm x 60mm. This gives two
Furioso guns, or, if joined together, one Impetus base.
The Leonardo tank (together with Leonardo himself, who is still on the painting rod) is
available from Alternative Armies. To misquote Freddie Mercury - is this just fantasy?
Or is it a justifiable bit of fun based on an historical possibility. Anyway, it’s available
so I got one, with all of its 16 large arquebus barrels to attach (thanks Gorilla!). The
model is two piece resin: base with wheels and then upper pointed section with the gun
ports. This was a doddle to get a good paint job, as it is very heavily recessed. I started
with a heavy wash of magic wash, followed by a dry brush of Vallejo Beige. This was
then finished off with a dry brush of GW Seraphim Sepia wash. I decided to base the
model, but on a 30mm circular mdf base done in the same way as the artillery.
Finally a shot of my “photographic studio.”
If you would like to make any comments I would be quite happy to answer either
through the 15 Mill part of the forum or you can pm me. My next article will be on my
progress with commanders and gendarmes.
Figure manufacturers used:
Lancashire Games (Venexia)
Alternative Armies
Ancient and Modern Army Supplies (Donnington)
QRF (Freikorps 15)
Essex Miniatures
Museum Miniatures
Irregular Miniatures
Jacobite Miniatures
Peter Pig
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Photo "studio"!!
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The Dahlgren Gun in 15mm by Davy
I don’t naval war-game (currently) so, after building up my American Civil War land
armies, why would I want heavy naval guns? Well, how about a scenario involving a
shore battery that needs taking out by ground assault? Or a sortie to take out a siege gun?
Now, it just so happens that Peter Pig offer a Dahlgren Gun. And with PP also offering a
naval gun crew (packet of 8 figures in 3 poses), somehow it all reminded me of Jules
Verne’s Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea.
Dahlgren guns were a range of muzzle loading naval pieces designed by Rear Admiral
John A. Dahlgren USN and used extensively in the ACW. The Peter Pig version is the
11 inch smoothbore Shell Gun version nicknamed the “soda bottle” on account of its
shape. Two 11” Dahlgrens armed the U.S.S. Monitor and many other vessels. So, I took
the plunge and here are my Dahlgren Guns and crews.

{Photos of gun and crews together in the redoubt inserted here}
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Except …. as readers of the RFCM forum know, I only ordered one gun ….
{Photo of the gun model separated from the two crews}

Although I like the pompoms, I couldn’t find any illustrations of ACW sailors wearing
them so I shaved them off the sailors’ caps. The Reb ‘Marine’ is from Peter Pig’s Union
artillery crew pack. The redoubt is mainly scratch built with matchsticks, cocktail sticks
and Milliput.
I’ve been asked how I did the planking. For the bases, I used 1/16th inch thick backing
card - the type you get in art stores for picture framing. For the plank effect on the
bases, I simply scored lines on the base, painted the scored lines Vallejo Beige and the
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resulting "planks" Vallejo Yellow Ochre." The individual crew bases were a lot trickier
than the the gun base as you have to sink the crew figure bases into their main base. Plus
you've got to position the "pushing pose" figures correctly and cut the base to the correct
size so that you can slot it in beside the gun itself. To "sink" the crew figures your base
needs to have two layers. My bottom layer consists of a 0.55mm thin magnetic sheet
layer (all of my bases are magnetised) - the top layer is the 1/16th inch card. I then
placed the figures on the base where I wanted them to be, drew round their bases and
then cut out that part of the main base with the modelling knife. I then attached the
magnetic strip part and placed the figures in the "holes" I had just cut out. To get the top
of the figure base level with the base card, I had to shimmy the figures up a slight level
using postcard thick card. I then filled in the 'cracks' with Milliput and scored and
painted the planks on the whole base as described for the gun. The next photo shows the
underneath of the bases. Hope that all made sense.
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Comic Con 2019 Weymouth

by

Michael
The Comic Con event went well. We played 14 games during the day which was quite
full-on and a bit tiring but it proved to be a very popular activity. Duncan and Conny did
a great job with the scoring, re-setting the table after each gamer and chatting to people.
Duncan had some of his Elves on display . Scot from Boss Minis had a chat and he
seemed happy with the day.
Players were youngsters with a parent helping, 14-16 year olds and two chaps of 20 +.
All parents and older players said they were interested in details of the Levellers club
and took a voucher for 2 free sessions. I explained that children would need to be
accompanied. Plenty of Levellers Club flyers were taken by onlookers. I gave out a
prize each to two overall winners of a based and painted Company Commander with 2
IC and Jeep.
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Dwarves

by Duncan

This issue I will tell you about my Dwarven army. It is a strange thing to consider, the
Dwarves or are they Dwarfs? Well to be honest I do not know, but I prefer Dwarfs for
no other reason than it sounds right to me. That does not make the other any less valid, it
is simply my opinion.
The reason for this force is simple; I have been collecting an army of Chaos Dwarfs and
wanted someone to oppose them. I already have a similar sized Goblin army and also
Humans in suitable attire in the form of my War of The Roses army. Not many people I
know personally collect fantasy figures so if I am to find an opponent I imagine I will
need to provide both forces. Personally I like to produce lots of converted and scratch
built models, which are perhaps more suited to a fantasy or Sci-Fi setting; after-all there
are only so many bags or oil drums one can add to a Sherman or Tiger tank. But I
digress!
There is a wide variety of figures available from a multitude of manufacturers for
modelling Dwarfs, but my force is drawn solely from the Peter Pig range of 15mm
miniatures. These are from Range 19 on the Peter Pig website. So, here they are.

As you can hopefully see from the above shot the Dwarf army is a reasonable size with
six core fighting units, two shooty units as well as artillery, mammoths and HQ. Most of
these are standard figures as they come from the packets.
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These are the Musketeers formed up at the front of the hammer wielding Dwarf unit

behind.

You will see that most of the main strength of the army is made up of units that are ten
bases of three dwarfs per base, making thirty per unit. A HQ base and nine others. I have
not based them for any ruleset in particular but they are on 3cm a square base which is
standard for most Peter Pig games.
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In front of the Musketeers is a unit of dog handlers. For these I have used dwarfs from
the polearm packet and dog from the WW2 range. I believe there are two different dog
packs available so plenty of choice.

My General is simply the command pack figures, although he does have two standards
to show his importance. He also has a retinue or bodyguard drawn from other units.
Basically these were what I had left over at the end. Enough for three base each of
crossbows and musketeers, with a couple of bases of polearm armed dwarfs. Talking of
crossbows, below is a unit of neatly ranked

Wielding their bows.
The one thing I think I would like to change if it were possible about the range would be
to separate the axe Dwarfs from the Hammer Dwarfs. To get a full unit worth of
Hammer wielding Dwarfs I had to buy enough for two axe units.
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So that is the majority of the basic troops. Then there are the conversions and scratch
build. First of all, what Dwarf force would be complete without a bombard or some

other large cannon? The Peter Pig range does not had one, they have bolt throwers and
these are nice but most Dwarf forces I have seen are moving in on steam and black
powder technologies. I also used the Buffalo from the western range as beasts of burden.
Both the Bolt Throwers and the Bombard are magnetised to the base and can be
removed to show them being towed if required. The Bombard is constructed from parts
from my bits box, but uses the wheels from the Bolt Throwers as I had some left over
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from other conversions. The large A frame shape at the front is supposed to be to help
hoist cannon balls from the pile sculpted to the base. After all Dwarfs are reasonably
short! There is an arm for this attached to the Bombard’s carriage, you can just about see
it

here.
What Dwarf army would be complete without is Rune Priest? Again, not something
covered in the range which I have to admit is surprising. I wonder if there ever was one,
does anyone know? So how to represent this using the available figures? Again it comes
down to the command pack, using the figures but on a different base. I had an odd Bulls
head and used some green stuff to make an altar for rituals to be carried out upon. I then
used a Baby Gay suitably trimmed and painted to represent two flaming torches, one
either side of the altar. It seems to be overflowing with some ritual fluid, or did I just cut
my finger with the craft knife?
Now for the exciting bits I guess? I made three War Wooley Mammoths. These are
actually 1/32nd scale baby Asian Elephants that I got from the local toy shop. I
completely covered them with green stuff to make them look shaggy and also made
tusks from little rolled out sausages of Green Stuff. Next was to make the castles for two
of them. These are simply made of stiff cardboard, bits of Balsa Wood for trimmings
and roundish shields made from flattened green stuff discs. Each of this pair is mounted
with one of the Peter Pig Dwarf Bolt Throwers and crewed by Artillery Dwarfs of
various types.
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Would you want to stand in front of then with a pointy stick?
Now I did say I had bought three baby elephants and that is true. The last one I use to
pull a huge War Wagon. These Dwarfs are not yet into the steam age I decided, but they
still needed a big tank like centre piece to rally around. Now the elephant was turned
into a mammoth in the same way as the others but the War Wagon was entirely scratch
built from cardboard, Balsa Wood and Green Stuff. The Wheels are coins covered in
Green Stuff, six in total. I made the roof so that it can lift off to reveal more Dwarfs

inside that can shoot out of the laps that open up in the sides, the top fighting platform
crenulated, like a castle rampart. The War Wagon and Mammoth are magnetised so that
the two harness sides can fit in place to attach them together.
For now the army is finished, I have no more Dwarfs to paint for it. But the Chaos
Dwarfs and Goblins continue with new and exciting products so maybe, who knows
there will be something new in the future?
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T55

by Greg

My Algerac City campaign continues to rumble on, ( rival government Militias and
roaming mobs and radical elements) and I thought I would give my Northern Militia
some ‘heavy metal’ support and the Peter Pig T55 looked ideal. I wanted to give it a
rather ‘second hand’ look, to look like a hand me down from some other regime.
Looking at all the images on Google I decided to clutter it up, so added some packs and
bedrolls , spare track links etc. They were all made from card and paper and stuck on
with PVA and UHU. Paper and card are easy to work with, very cheap (virtually free)
and the glues harden up and have a quick drying time compared to ‘green stuff’ etc,
which is important as I have the attention span of a gold fish and so I like to finish these
projects in a couple of hours. Colour scheme was going to be either pale green or desert,
either would work as Algerac is somewhere on the coast of the Mediterranean, but I
settled for an Iraqi inspired sand and green. Final touch was some thin card track shields,
suitably battered. Really pleased with the end result, the T55 has to be the tank of choice
for these games, and the Peter Pig model is a really good basis for such add-ons and
conversions.
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L'Empereur construit un
bidonville..
...pour le projet DTC-MOD15 ! by Guilaume
Rappel de l'épisode précèdent... Après l'avoir vu au Worlds de Lisbonne Nous voulions
réaliser un bidonville africain comme celui-ci qui est magnifique !
Et c'est ainsi qu'est né le projet d'escarmouche moderne.

Oui la marche est haute et Nous Nous sommes lancé tout de même !
Les Ateliers Impériaux ont donc travaillé H24... voici comment :
D'abord il fallut réaliser une maison témoin... ou plutôt dans Notre Cas un taudis témoin
!
Voici les 4 murs en carton de calendrier.
Impérial Astuce : la hauteur de ceux-ci est la largeur de la règle... ça faisait un peu plus
de 3cm, ce qui Nous convient, mais surtout ça accélère les mesures et Nous sommes
favorable au Taylorisme !
Nous y perçons quelques ouvertures pour fenêtres et portes.
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Quelques encoches, un coup d'colle et des tronçons de cure-dents pour simuler des
poutres en bois qui dépasseront du mur et aiderons à tenir les tôles ondulées (comme les
vaches ?)

Pour cette première série, Nous dégradons quelques murs... sur les futures séries, Nous
augmenterons ces écorchures !
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Nous découpons des tôles ondulées (comme les vaches ? Nous ne Nous en lassons pas
de cette très mauvaise blague !) selon des tailles différentes... Nous prenons le parti pris
de ne pas établir de norme pour leur découpe. En effet, en posant la règle sur le papier
ondulé, Nous risquerions de l'abîmer.

Nous procédons à leur collage, lui aussi sans méthode particulière et avec un effet
désordre que Nous aimons !
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Pour finaliser Notre Oeuvre, Il Nous faudra des objets pour peser sur ces tôles... Nous
lançons donc Nos Ateliers Impériaux à la recherche de pierre, bidons, pneus, poutres,
poutrelles,...
Les pneus sont le plus difficile à dégoter... Nous faisons quelques essais en dépouillant
les bagnoles des gosses... mais après quelques cris et larmes Nous rendons les pneus à
Notre Impériales Marmailles. Aucune magnanimité dans ces geste... l’échelle n'y est
pas! les pneus sont trop grands !

Puis un nouveau coup d'colle, blanche celle-ci, avec du sable pour texturer les murs.

Passons à la turlure... mais quelles couleurs choisir ?
Pour les murs une base de marron qui sera éclaircie.
Et pour les tôles, un rouge rouille... mais ce sera que pour le toit du taudis témoin... les
autres toits seront réalisés avec des tôles de couleurs différents !
Bien sûr, ce n'est pas fini... il faudra quelques brossages et lavis pour un meilleur rendu !
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Mais, il faudra encore patienter pour voir le résultat final !
Fort de cet essai réussi... oui, vous ne le voyez pas ici, mais avec les finissions c'est top !
Nous Nous lançons dans la production de masse en trois lots et voici le premier qui
comprend 8 masures !

les Impériaux Ateliers vrombissent d'activité !

Et innove avec maison à étage et appentis...
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Comme indiqué plus haut, Nous ajoutons une touche de noir...

...et un lavis pour salir et vieillir les tôles.

Un brossage permet de finaliser Nos Œuvres !
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Mais le résultat final sera pour un autre article !
Et comme l'écrit Notre Ami le Marquis... La suite...SVP!!
Réactions :
Envoyer par e-mailBlogThis!Partager sur TwitterPartager sur FacebookPartager sur
Pinterest
Libellés : 15mm, DTC-MOD15, Force on Force, Moderne, NEIS, Œuvres
Impériales, Tutoriel
8 commentaires:
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La partie africaine de Notre Projet d'Escarmouche Moderne...

...est terminée !
Comme initialement prévu voici un projet terminé... sauf que celui-ci nous a bien plu et que nous y avons ajouté deux autres
parties... il y aura 3 parties au DTC MOD15 : Afrique, Palestine et Afghanistan.
Nous pouvons donc annoncer officiellement que la première partie (Afrique) est terminée !
Maintenant les photos de cette première partie en direct-live !
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Réactions :
6 commentaires:
Envoyer par e-mailBlogThis!Partager sur TwitterPartager sur FacebookPartager sur Pinterest
Libellés : 15mm, DTC-MOD15, Force on Force, Moderne, NEIS, Œuvres Impériales
SAMEDI 17 NOVEMBRE 2018

Le village arabe...

...de L'Empereur !
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Voilà ce qui arrive lorsque Sa

Majesté fait une pause poétique entre deux couches de peinture... Elle reconstitue un zoli
village arabe !

Il semble intemporel mais il est destiné à servir de terrain de jeu d'escarmouche moderne (60 x 60cm).

Pour le moment tout est calme !
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Le marché attend marchands et clients...

...le muezzin n'a pas encore appelé à la prière...
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...la place principale attend les badauds...
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...qui sortiront bientôt des ruelles...

...pour se rendre à l'autre mosquée !
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Voilà !
Fini la poésie !
Nous pouvons reprendre le pinceau !

Réactions :
12 commentaires:
Envoyer par e-mailBlogThis!Partager sur TwitterPartager sur FacebookPartager sur Pinterest
Libellés : 15mm, Décors, DTC-MOD15, Force on Force, Moderne, NEIS, Œuvres Impériales
MERCREDI 14 NOVEMBRE 2018

Les véhicules des somaliens...

...ou tout au moins qu'ils utilisent !
Voici les beaux véhiculent de Peter Pig et deux épaves de Loïc Neveu !
Commençons par un gros modèle, le camion URAL de 4,5 tonnes.
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Peint à Notre Impérial Goût... n'en déplaise à ceux qui n'en ont pas !

Sur lequel nous avons prévu de transporter différente arme...

...ici un canon sans recul de 105mm.
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Ici en action !

Avec un canon ZPU4 AA quadri-tubes.
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Ici sur ses roues !

Ici un ZUP1 monotube de 14,5mm !
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Et maintenant dans un pickup Toyota !
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...Armés différemment...

... qui sont un vrai régal à peindre !
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Dont deux sont équipé de mitrailleuse.
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Maintenant le chouchou de Sa Majesté : l'Unimog !

Car c'est le camion que L'Empereur conduisait à Berlin en 1986 !

Le canon sans recul de 105mm soclé pour tenir dans la caisse.

Avec les banquettes de caisse.
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Voici l'Unimog en action !
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Passons au garage Mercedes local !

Avec un beau modèle de Mercedes et des décors Loïc Neveu.
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Et sa version épave...

Et pour finir des épaves de chez Loïc Neveu
Celle d'un vieux camion Renault...

...un vrai plaisir à peindre avec sa cargaison renversée sur le sol.
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Un modèle très détaillé !
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Et l'épave d'un gros camion, toujours de Loïc Neveu...

...de modèle inconnu !

Lui aussi avec sa cargaison déversée sur le sol...

...et lui aussi peint avec grand plaisir !
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Gold Beach Game at Beachhead
2019 by Michael
Le Hamel
The idea for the project to build a replica of Gold Brach, Jig Sector and re-fight the DDay landing came from Miles and Colin. Colin set about building the first of two 4ft X
4ft tables in sections to depict the beach, sand dunes, marsh, gun, trench positions and
sea wall adjoining the town of Le Hamel. Miles meanwhile started to customise and
build an array of AVREs. Much research was done by both Miles and Colin of course
and by chance Michael was sent a copy of the manuscript of a new book about 231
Brigade that detailed the timings, troops and armour of the landing itself. Le Hamel was
the target for A Company, 1st Hampshires and the officers were depicted using named
bases.

Set-up
Colin's scenery was really detailed, with trench systems and gun positions. The whole
table was stunning. Miles created some exceptional tanks for the game, the most
impressive of which is undoubtedly the Churchill Bridge-layer. Sherman Flails,
Churchills with fascines, Churchills with petard mortars, Centaurs and Shermans were
also readied for the annual Beachhead event at BIC on 16th February.

The Battle
Having used the history books to set out the scene on Gold Beach, Miles, Colin and
Michael then joined in battle. Miles took command of the Armour and the beach
clearance teams, Michael commanded the assaulting infantry and Colin had the German
defenders to hold the beach and town. Miles' friend Martin also joined us. The defences,
including the 77mm gun emplacement on the sea wall, were still intact despite heavy
Allied bombing.
The Sappers from the 73rd Field Regiment RE were on the beach first clearing mines
and obstacles. Ideally they should have been further east where the infantry were about
to land. However they succeeded in clearing a stretch of beach from mines along the
shoreline and underwater obstacles ready for the 2nd wave assault troops and destroyed
a section of sea wall to open an exit off the beach into the town of Le Hamel. Their
casualties were light but Major Wyatt the Company Commander didn't make it.
German HE and anti tank fire was soon having an effect on the Allied forces.
Landing with the Sappers was an LCT with 5 AVREs including two flail tanks that
cleared a route through the mines up the beach to the edge of the defenders positions. A
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bridge layer, fascine and support tank followed up and a lucky shot from the petard
mortar of a Churchill AVRE knocked out the 77mm gun in its casement.
A Company of the 1st Hampshires landed just east of Le Hamel. A mine destroyed the
landing craft bringing in Lt Miller's platoon and all the men were lost.
Major Baines was unable to get his other 2 platoons off the shore line due to mines and
heavy fire from the defenders.
To their left an LCT was disembarking 4 Royal Marine Centaurs and a Sherman. Before
the mines, defenders artillery and Panzerschreks took out all 5 tanks they knocked out
two key machine gun nests on the edge of the sand dunes.
The Hampshires eventually began to get out of the surf and a section raced up the beach
before the close of play. The game reflected the first 20 -30 minutes of the landing on
Gold Beach.

Went the day well
The son of a D-Day veteran who fought with the Hampshires was at Beachhead
and introduced himself to Colin in the morning and had long chat before we got going.
We have tried to accurately and respectfully portray this battle where so many of the
Hampshires gave their lives, so it was gratifying to know our efforts were appreciated.
The Beachhead organisers gave the game the " Runner Up" award for best
demonstration game. Quite an accolade, given the number and quality of other games at
the show.
What next?
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The components (by the editor)
All the components are 15mm. The landing craft are all 3D printed. Having seen these
up close, they are really good. The armour was specifically made for this scenario. This
includes a lot of conversion work. The beach walls, obstacles and paving is also 3D
printed. The earthworks are drilled into MDF. I hope the chaps will do some articles on
all of these maters?
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The armour
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Wargaming the Rhodesian
Bush War
by Mike T Esq.
After an absence of several decades I recently decided to return to wargaming. The scale
I chose to use was 15mm as this would allow me to fight skirmish battles using up to
company strength units without overcrowding an average size 5' x 4' table.
The location for my first project would be modern Africa. Despite being inactive as a
wargamer I had from time to time viewed various wargame sites, blogs etc. on the
Internet and the AK47 type Africa games had always fired my imagination.
I am currently building a small Rhodesian force to recreate the Rhodesian Bush War on
the tabletop. In this article I will discuss availability of figures, or lack thereof for the
conflict, and provide a cursory painting guide.
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A very quick history of Rhodesia for our younger readers.

Rhodesia was originally an African colony of The British Empire. During the early
1960s the Labour government of Harold Wilson decided to handover the colony of
Southern Rhodesia (the territory of Northern Rhodesia had been given away previously)
to the native Africans. The white colonists chose to resist this change and on the 11th
November 1965 Rhodesia declared its Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI)
from Britain under Prime Minister Ian Smith.
The Bush War proper began in July 1964 and lasted until December 1979 with the
signing of the Lancaster House Agreement. The Rhodesian security forces faced the
Zimbabwe National Liberation Army (ZANLA) the armed wing of ZANU, and the
Zimbabwe People's Liberation Army (ZIPRA) the armed wing of ZAPU.
This conflict is ideal for the tabletop because it doesn't require many figures or large
forces for an average sized battle. The Rhodesian player also has a host of some very
strange looking mine protected vehicles to choose from as well as heliborne and
paratrooper units. The basic unit of the Rhodesian infantry was the four man stick (four
men being the maximum the Rhodesians Aérospatiale Alouette III helicopters could
carry as passengers).
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In response to terrorist incursions into its territory the Rhodesians developed the
Fireforce concept of vertical envelopment of the enemy. After terrorist units had been
spotted by observation posts or in response to farm attacks etc. the Fireforce would
scramble using Alouette III helicopters and paratroopers carried in C-47 Dakotas. In
support would be a propeller-driven ground attack aircraft. An average Fireforce would
consist of 32 men. 1 x K-Car (command and gunship) Alouette III, 3 x G-Car (troop
transport) Alouette IIIs and paratroopers carried in a C-47. In the later stages of the war
the Fireforce grew in size to meet the growing size of terrorist units.

ZANLA and ZIPRA figures are easily sourced in 15mm from many manufacturers. I am
using figures from Peter Pig's extensive AK47 range and some Old Glory modern
Africans. In contrast figures for the Rhodesian security forces are almost nonexistent in
15mm with only Old Glory producing any in their Fireforce 15 range.
My Rhodesian Light Infantry are a mix of Peter Pig AK47 Professionals and Old Glory
with many head swaps. My Rhodesian African Rifles are Peter Pig AK47 Professionals
with head swaps. I haven't camouflage painted the rifles because with my tired old eyes
the black rifles help me to quickly see in which direction the figures are facing.
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An Alouette III drops off a stick
My figures are based on 2 cent coins which are magnetic and I prime using Vallejo grey
primer applied with a brush. I have painted the edges of the bases various colours to
distinguish which sticks figures belong to.
I base coated the uniforms with Vallejo MC Beige (70.917). The green is Vallejo MC
Uniform Green (70.922) and the brown is Vallejo MC English Uniform (70.921)/
Vallejo MC Flat Red (70.957) with a mix of 3/1.
Flesh is Vallejo MC Flat flesh (70.955) with a wash of Army Painter Flesh Wash.
African flesh is Vallejo MC Chocolate Brown (70.872) highlighted with Vallejo GC
Dark Fleshtone (72.44).
Webbing Vallejo MC Khaki (70.988)
Boots Vallejo MC (70.940)
The figures apart from white flesh areas were given a wash of Citadel Agrax Earthshade.
The figures were finished off with a couple of coats of brush applied Vallejo matt
varnish.
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Rhodesian African Rifles
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A Rhodesian Light Infantry sweep line bunched up for the camera
In my next article on this subject I will cover aircraft and vehicles available in 15mm
and the rules I intend using for my campaign. Hopefully by then I will have completed
some scenery and the photographs will be a little more interesting. Anyone wishing to
comment on this article can write a letter to the editor or contact me directly by PM on
the Peter Pig (RFCM) forum.
Recommended reading for those interested in this conflict:
Counter-Strike from the Sky - J. R. T. Wood
Fireforce - Chris Cocks
Out of Action - Chris Cocks
Special Branch War - Ed Bird
Rhodesian Light Infantryman 1961-80 - Neil Grant
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SCW games day by martin
This is a short report on one of the frequent Peter Pig play days . This particular one is
Spanish Civil war. The rules used are "Spanish Civil War" (bayonet ad ideology ) 2017
by RFCM. The games are all in 15mm figure size.
The players played 2 or 3 games within the day. During the day Entoyment had their
usual café facilities open. This makes the day very easy in terms of being fed and
watered in the place where the games are played. Excellent.
Entoyment really is a haven for gamers.
The games are played on 5x3 foot tables.
The buildings, which are really nice, are originally by Mick of the Drum (Towcester )
,but now made by SHQ miniatures (UK). Cloths by Tiny Mats. Figures and vehicles
mainly be Peter Pig. Templates by S+A.
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A look along a table.
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Bottom corner is the bridge objective.
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(above) Carlist troops moving through the town. Preceded by two armoured trucks.
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A great roof top photo. (above). At the back are Assault guard infantry. The tall tower is
one of the objectives.

The ambience of Entoyment store. The area is being used for a 15mm Art de la guerre
competition. They are just arriving for a 2 day competition from all over the south.
Looked busy and enjoyed.
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A pilot's view. The ram tracks (Flames of war rail tracks, very good pieces)come into
the town centre.
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‘A Game Of White Queen’

By Gary

This is a simple RPG campaign system based upon alignment - and shifting alignment during the WOTR, and incorporating into history the quazi-fiction of the books and TV
series ‘The White Queen’ (which whatever its accuracy has turned a lot of people on to
studying the era). The system should work just as well for fantasy realms, samurai and
similar. Yes, fun for all the family... unless, of course, you decide to stab your brother in
the back (as Joyce Grenfell said of the Duke of Clarence, ‘George, don’t do that’). Of
course, they would also suit Peter Pig’s very own ‘Bloody Barons’ set..
Of course actual loyalties in the WOTR shifted wildly, so our system will need to reflect
this, yet remain playable. It will also suit a club riven by strife over ‘The Cousins War’.
At my club (STaB, Bournemouth), we have Yorkists, Lancastrians, and those who’d
rather not get involved in our arguments. Also essential is a Gamesmaster / Umpire to
run things. A churchman, perhaps? We ran it at STaB, and it was a lot of fun.

PRE-GAME PREP
1. Firstly, draw up your list of the characters you wish to use. These can be actual
persons (e.g. Elizabeth Woodville, Henry VI, Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick) or
fictional (e.g. Martin de Goddard, Earl of Weymouth, Lady Olivia Mitchell). It might
help to make a card for each - possibly with a picture on - certainly with current stats
on. Portraits of historical characters can be found by using an internet search engine or you might prefer to use photogenic stills from the TV series ‘The White Queen’.
2. Each character will need to have an ‘alignment’ listed, either York, Lancaster,
‘neutral’ - or combinations thereof. ‘Neutral’ in this context simply means ‘no fixed
loyalty’, so, the Stanley brothers will be ‘neutral’ as they will side with whoever offers
them the best deal (at least one brother per ‘House’). E.g. Margaret of Anjou will be
totally Lancastrian; Warwick ‘the Kingmaker’ York, Lancaster and Neutral as he’ll side
with whichever he thinks will give him the most power at court - as will his daughter
Anne, who was married to Edward of Lancaster and then to Richard of Gloucester (at
different times). You get the idea…
3. Each noble character will also need a ‘status’ rating, to reflect their power and
charisma. King Edward IV should be status 5 (the maximum value at start), King Henry
VI status 3 (he’s crazy, but he’s still an anointed king). Important nobles like Warwick,
Gloucester etc should have a status of 4. Also assign each noble a retinue of forces. This
can be randomly generated or based upon historical assumptions. Let’s assume for now
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they’re to be based upon ‘status’. So, King Edward IV at ‘status 5’ should five standard
units of foot and two units of horse. Henry VI at ‘status 3’ three units of foot and one of
horse. Formula? ‘Status’ = an equal number of foot + plus half that of mounted or
artillery1 (round fractions down).
4. Assign each ‘lady’ an ‘influence’ to represent her family connections - this is the
number of dice they will be able to use, to affect the opposition. E.g. Margaret Beaufort
- four dice; the ‘witch’ Elizabeth Woodville three dice (as she engenders so much hatred
due to her lowborn status). Note they retain this status whether married or not - Warwick
married off his daughters to improve his political position (sadly not something the
author has yet managed…)
5. Have ten additional cards drawn up to be NPC2 ‘neutrals’. These represent ‘spoils’
land, titles, daughters able to inherit and so forth. These will be awarded to players after
battles to reward and improve their standing, and can be invented or actual.
6. Assign a ‘claimant’ for both York and Lancaster. This will usually be current ‘King’
(if these die the next in line) - although Lancastrian players may wish to have Margaret
of Anjou rather than Henry VI pulling the strings? Either way the ‘claimant’ will be the
leader of that House.

THE GAME
1.Ready? Time to distribute the cards - two ‘nobles’ and one ‘lady’ per player or ‘hand’.
This can be done randomly, or by the inclination of a Gamesmaster / Umpire. I guess if
you don’t let your Yorkist friends play out their Ricardian fantasies they’ll get the hump.
2. Gather around a table and play your cards right, to see who is who. Allow a period of
‘Diplomacy’ - either half an hour if face-to-face, of a week if via email, as players work
out which side(s) they want to support in order to improve and enhance their ‘status’ and
power, depending of offers, how they’ve been bribed by titles etc. to improve their
‘status’.
3. Declare allegiance for the coming battle to the Gamesmaster, who will draw up ‘force
lists’ for the coming battle. It’s perfectly Ok for neutrals to ‘sit on the fence’ - but if

1

Ok, recent research as to the location of the ‘actual’ Bosworth battlefield suggest a larger tactical role for guns that
previously thought, and you might like to reflect this. The WOTR are on the cusp of the Renaissance anyway - it’s just in
the England we tend to think of it all kicking off with Henry VII’s reign.
2

NPC = ‘Non player character’.
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doing so players should tell the GM whether or not they’re attending the battle.
Remember Bosworth? A lot can happen on the day…
4.Prepare tabletop forces for the coming battle - York versus Lancaster with the
‘neutrals’ siding as per how they’ve declared in 3) (above). Or not.
5. Meet up to play the same, the GM preparing the terrain. This done each side should
play their ‘lady’ cards. Simply total each side’s dice pips and divide by five - this being
the number of units deducted from the other side’s army, to the losers choice. Example?
York has to lose three units from play, so as the terrain is wooded decides to lose an
artillery and archer unit. These units are not ‘lost’, just take no part in the battle. Delayed
on the A338 of whatever.
6. Play out the battle using ‘Bloody Barons’ or your other favourite set of rules.
7. Each noble on the ‘winning’ side gains a status point - each ‘loser’ loses one (if
reduced to zero players are out of the game - or can be replaced by ‘sons’ who begin at
zero status). Destroyed or ‘broken’ units are gone for good, but those retreating can
come back for the next battle. Any killed ‘nobles’ go into the ‘spoils’ pile.
8. Recalculate the number of units each noble has, based upon revised ‘status’. This may
mean gaining or losing - c’est la guerre. Roll a dice for each ‘lady’ - a ‘6’ indicates their
death (childbirth – the biggest kiler of women before c.1900).
9. If gaming a one-off battle that’s pretty much IT - award the ‘spoils cards’ - one per
winning participant. If playing a campaign begin the whole sorry process again until all
opposition is crushed or has throne in the towel. Sorry ‘thrown’.

‘Hail Caesar’ Adaptations
Gotta say, the WOTR is very ‘cuspy’ for being ‘medieval’ or Renaissance. ‘Warlord
Games’ rules are very popular, but their ‘Pike & Shotte’ is really for a few years later,
massed pikes and all that, which isn’t quite where billhooks are at. At STaB we’ve
favoured extending their earlier ‘Hail Caesar’ set into the age of the massed longbow
and early handgun.
Hail Caesar let’s you do the army list your way by adding ‘options’. It’s about agreeing
your troop types and getting the balance right. Based on internet consensus knights are
treated as ‘Heavy Cavalry’ with a single ‘wild fighters’ re-roll. English Knights of the
period weren’t noted for their skill - preferring to fight on foot - so we opt instead for the
straight ‘Medium Cavalry’ option. Billhooks and bowmen can be treated as combined
units of heavy or medium infantry, and experience has shown it helps to extend the bow
range at 24” and not make said ‘retinue’ longbowmen ‘marksmen’, assuming those
Sunday spent training were down the pub, and they were not as effective as their
Hundred Years forebears. ‘Handguns’ we treat as crossbows, ‘Bombards’ as light
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artillery as it was primitive and we didn’t want them to dominate. In the spirit of the
rules we’ve came up with ‘house conventions’ for things not specifically covered - for
example, where a unit is enfiladed we count it as ‘in column’ for its morale test result –
and that artillery can make traversing shots. That’s the hip thing about Hail Caesar –
local modifications are positively encouraged. Our deliberations can be summarised
below:Type

Clash

Sust’d

Short
Range

Long
Range

Morale
Save

Stamina

Useful

Medium Cavalry
Dismounted
Knights/Men at
Arms
Retinue Infantry
Retinue Archers
Levy Infantry
Levy Archers
Mercenary Pike

8
8

5
7

3
2/0

0
0

5+
4+

6
6

Double Handed

7
5
5
4
6

6
5
5
4
6

2/0
3
3
3
3/0

0
3
0
3
0

5+
5+
6+
0
5+

6
6
6
6
6

Mercenary
4
4
3
3
6+
6
Crossbow
Medium Artillery
1
1
2
2
0
3
Handgunners
4
4
3
0
6+
6
Note: –
Small units deduct 2 from Clash, Sustained and Stamina.

Double Handed

Phalanx,
Pike
Crossbow

Crossbows

Small units deduct 1 from Short and Long range.
Knights and Nobles = Denoted by a ‘Standard’
Retinue Infantry = Denoted by a ‘Two Banners/unit’
Levy Infantry = Denoted by ‘One Banner/unit’
Levy Archers = Usually accompany Levy Infantry
Retinue Archers = Usually accompany Retinue Infantry or Nobles
Double Handed = enemy morale capped at 5+
Marksmen = re-roll 1 missed shot
Phalanx = defeats by 2 are treated as a draw
Pike = chargers lose charge bonus
Crossbow = enemy morale capped at 5+. No closing/traversing shots
We also had to think carefully about ‘Leadership Ratings’ for the main protagonists.
Even the most Lancastrian of us (me!) have to admit Richard ‘the Nephewslayer’ was an
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excellent warrior – so we opted to give him a Leadership Rating of ‘9’. Henry Tudor,
Earl if Richmond / Henry VII I we give a rating of ‘7’, as his skills lay more in sound
fiscal management etc etc. Henry VI? About 5 - ‘probably best if you leave it to the
wife, Mate?’ Sub-commanders we rate ‘8’ on the basis they’ve been fighting each other
and switching sides for years. We also found the ‘random’ rolls for orders in ‘Hail
Caesar’ work well in creating battlefield grit and upsets.

The real test of a set of rules is how they match up to their competitors – and the
medieval market is truly crowded. I’ll limit our comments to DBM, WAB and
Warmaster, which our chaps also use. The consensus is that the less variation of possible
unit size in Hail Caesar gives an easier game. It’s more flexible, uses more dice, but
because (as yet) there are no ‘points based lists’ needs more preparation. We’d also
caution against using overly large armies until you’ve got the hang of the game, but the
system is easily adapted to other scale miniatures, as the 15mm guys testified with their
Tewkesbury bash (which ended as a draw). For 15mm players – unless with large armies
a decision is not so quickly achieved as with – say – DBM, Bloody Barons or Armati. On
the down side Hail Caesar is less precise than some require, but we like that as we’re all
friends at STaB. I’m not prejudiced. Some of my best friends are Yorkists…

So – go enjoy your backstabbing 
Cards? Here’s some we made earlier – including a blank. Easy to make your own – just
find a picture, cut and paste, and Bob’s your treacherous Uncle after you land…
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Earl Salisbury
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Earl Bristol
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Elizabeth Woodville
ALIGNMENT:
Lanacaster, York
FORCES: D3

Anne Neville
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: D1

Isobel Neville
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: D1

Richard
Duke Of Gloucester
ALIGNMENT:
York
FORCES: 4

Olivia

Richard Neville
Earl Warwick
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral, York
FORCES: 4

ALIGNMENT:
York
FORCES: D1

Margaret Beaufort
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: D4

George
Duke of Clarence
ALIGNMENT:
York,
NeutralFORCES: 3

Henry
Earl Stanley
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES:3

King Henry VI
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: 3

Queen Margaret of
Anjou
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: 2

William
Lord Stanley
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 4

Earl Of Oxford
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: 4
King Edward IV
ALIGNMENT:
York
FORCES: 5

Lady Mitchell
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Edward
Earl Of Lancaster
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: 2

Henry Tudor
Earl Of Richmond
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: 2

Earl Surrey
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Earl Newcastle
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Jasper Tudor
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: 3

Earl Rivers
ALIGNMENT:
Lancaster
FORCES: 1

Earl Mansfield
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Earl Nottingham
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Earl Norwich
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Earl Middlesex
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Earl Southampton
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2
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Earl Carlisle
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

Sir Roger de
Senseless
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral

Earl Grey of Tiffin
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

FORCES: 2

Anthony
Woodville, Earl
Rivers

Mistress Jane Shore
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: D2

Jacquetta of
Luxembourg, Lady
Woodville
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral, Lancaster
FORCES: D4

William, Lord
Hastings

Earl Lincoln
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

ALIGNMENT:
Neutral, Lancaster

Lady Geraldine
Halliwell (and her
friends)
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: D1

Earl Cardiff
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 2

FORCES: 2
The Duke of
Buckingham
ALIGNMENT:
Neutral
FORCES: 4

ALIGNMENT:
Neutral, York
FORCES: 3
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Gaming "A Game Of Thrones "

by

Gary

Some fantasy is more ‘fantasy’ than ‘plausible history’. Some fantasy is ‘alternate
history’ with a few dragons added in for good measure. George R R Martin’s evolving
epic adventure series belongs to the latter category, and has been much popularized by
the celebrated HBO TV series. What this article will seek to do it look at the world of
Westeros from the point of view of those wanting to game something ‘alternately
medieval’.
Mr Martin freely confesses to a misspent youth where ‘comic books inspired him to
write’, but he also ‘wasted his time reading a lot of history’, especially the Wars Of The
Roses. York and Lancaster. Stark and Lannister? You don’t have to be Sherlock Holmes
to work that one out - so there’s already an entrée for historical gamers. And, believe
me, in the world of Westeros the machinations of Shakespeare’s hunchbacked, nephewslaying Richard III would be small-fry indeed. Banally normal, in fact. For those timepoor enough to be unfamiliar with the books and series, don’t despair. There are
introductory graphic novels and enough synopsis on the Net to get you started, but the
key point is the magic doesn’t dominate in - say - the same way as it does in Lord Of
The Rings. Humans rule, Ok? I recommend as a starter the 2014 publication ‘The World
Of Ice And Fire’, a complete history that takes the reader up to the start of the first
‘season’ of the extravagant, epic and entertaining TV series, available on DVD and via
download. Yes, the TV series and books diverge, but the essence remains the same.
‘Valor morghalis’ – ‘all men must die’. At least with the Wars of the Roses brave Henry
Tudor rescued the princes from the wicked uncle Richard in the end, and they all lived
happily ever after…
BACKGROUND

Basically, there’s a continent called Westeros, which is about the same ‘height’ as North
America, and about two thirds as wide. It’s made up of seven warring kingdoms and
dynasties fighting for the eponymous ‘iron throne’ (as you do). There’s a northern Wall
(think ‘Hadrian’s’) served by an ‘order’ of monkish knights called ‘The Night’s Watch’
(notice the spelling), dedicated to keeping out the barbarian ‘wildings’ and the
mysterious ice-creature zombie ‘Others’ beyond. Climatically there’s the threat of an
impending long Winter (ice age?) that every few thousand years swallows all. There are
pirates, ‘free cities’, ‘sellswords’ and an eastern continent called Essos with steppenomads called the Dothraki, who are more like the Mongols than they ever were. Oh,
and dragons are mythical, but set to make a comeback under an exiled Targaryen queen
who wants her family’s throne back (there are many timelines on the Net, an accessible
good introduction at http://awoiaf.westeros.org/index.php/Timeline_of_major_events ). In
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summary nasty things happen; murder, backstabbing, ruthless behaviour plus the kind of
bedroom antics that, as The Smiths famously said, ‘would make Caligula blush’. But as
this is a family mag, let’s draw a veil over those aspects before The 15MILL gets shifted
up a couple of shelves in the newsagents. Indeed, in gaming I and my confederates
ignore that as ‘not withstanding feminist analysis’.
GAMING ‘LEVEL’

There are ‘big battles’ in the TV GOT, most notable Blackwater, where ‘Greek fire’
called ‘wildfire’ is used to thwart an amphibious invasion upon the capital, King’s
Landing - and other pitched engagements that the medieval gamer would recognise;
such as the ‘Wildings’ from beyond’s assault on The Wall, and the infamous ‘Battle of
The Bastards’. There are also thousands of years of past battles with unchanging
‘medieval’ technology, detailed in the reference sources, plus numerous skirmishes that
would suit 15mm. Add a few character ‘bases’ to your existing medieval armies and
you’re away. Most fantasy rules sets will do for the dragons.
However, perhaps the best level to access would be skirmish, that way a huge
investment in miniatures is not really required, and would suit those interested in roleplay type scenarios (‘Lion’ and Dragon Rampant’ rules, anyone?). Indeed, skirmish
warfare fits; half of the key characters in GoT are ‘active females’ - so this is not the
usual ‘blokes in armour and admiring girlies’ type slashfest. Intrigue abounds, traditional
gender roles are frequently blurred, so RPGs would also suit, as, conversely, would the
strategic board game. There’s a ‘Diplomacy’ variant on the Net beloved by both my
history and creative writing students. One can become quite involved…
The scholarly Mr Martin carefully guards and quality controls his intellectual property,
but ‘official’ miniatures games are starting to appear in 30mm, which indeed leaves the
door wide open for enterprising clubs and individuals to come up with their own projects
at 15mm. Indeed, most ‘medieval’ or ‘fantasy’ rules and ranges would fit with few
adaptations, so maybe an assignation or ‘border skirmish’ would suit as an evening’s
entertainment. Certainly a group of ‘Night’s Watch’ on a sweep patrol beyond the Wall
would be frequently ambushed by Wildling natives in a ‘Nam kind of way, and attacks
on ‘enemy’ VIPs aiming at capture or assassination would make excellent skirmishes, as
when the oppressed populace riot at the capital, and the King’s Guard are obliged to
intercept. Naval battles are also possible, using the usual medieval weapons plus
‘wildfire’ (read ‘Greek Fire’). Scratchbuilding and conversion can abound.
MODELLING

Good sources for modellers? Well I love the graphic novels, and of course there’s
Google (other search engines are available) to get screen-pics from the TV series, and
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spin-off mags to cut up and keep. I suspect most gamers will go for the TV imagery, in
much the same way as with LoTR the movie has come to be the ‘official’ version. Mind
you, that’s not such a good parallel - Tolkien died before they made the movies - author
Mr Martin is thoroughly involved with all versions of his ‘verse. ‘Magic’ is hinted at and
used in GoT, but it’s not over-powering, so the world suits itself to ‘medieval’ gamers
who fancy trying something different… but not with too many wizards, spells, dragons
et al, and with minimal conversions. So, paint-jobs and conversions for Daenerys
Targaryen plus some 6mm scale dragons for her pets, and you’re away. For when the
dragons grow I’ve found some cast resin miniatures from a seaside shop - at 99p each
how can you lose? One point is that in the TV version most characters go bareheaded in
armour, so some head-swapping and conversion may be necessary. Or, maybe, an
enterprising manufacturer will cast as spell…
Miniature availability is not really a problem. I have converted skirmish force using
plastics, spare heads and metal at 25mm, and at 15mm I’d recommend Peter Pig
(obviously) and Irregular Miniatures for cost-effective conversion. These can then be
safely bulked out with one’s existing mediaeval and Dark Ages forces. A most helpful
website in this respect is http://www.warseer.com/forums/showthread.php?336565-Game-ofthrones-themed-army-what-miniatures-to-use . The ubiquitous Lead Adventure Forum
(http://www.lead-adventure.de ) also has a lot of examples of gamers forays, as does the
controversial Frothers United ( http://frothersunite.com/ ). Inspirational eye-candy can also
be found on blogs: http://www.finiatures.blogspot.de/search/label/Westeros and
http://tabletopdeutschland.wordpress.com/2012/07/30/ein-lied-von-eis-und-feuer-lannister-miniaturen/

. ‘Grunt’s will be needed as well as the main characters. Indeed, Mr Martin is fond of
killing off characters, and introducing new ones, so trying to model the complete cast
could prove prohibitive. However, make a few ‘bannermen’ to lead your existing
medieval armies and you’re away. One issue that’s become apparent with my collection
is new characters appearing in new series, but I look on this more as a challenge than a
pain. For those seeking women and children to use, I’ve found conversions and paintjobs of minis from the ranges of Irregular ideal.
Bottom line - the information and resources are out there - all that’s need is planning and
time to enhance your existing medieval armies. So, there we go. My introduction to the
gaming potential of ‘A Game Of Thrones’. Sudden reversals of fortune are as common
in wargames as they are in the series, and for the modeller, gamer, games organiser and
developer the world of Westeros seems to offer something for everyone. As Queen
Cersei Lannister says, ‘When you play the game of thrones, you win or you die. There is
no middle ground’. That’s the kind of sentiment that should appeal to wargamers the
worlds over…
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This is the end of the 15 Mill part 1.
There is a part 2 this quarter too!
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